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  SPECIALIZED STUDIO FURNITURE FOR THE AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNITY
The partnership with AKA DESIGN has permitted CTM to put in place a shared operation. This has allowed the two partners to garantee an gain in efficiency for any demand of studio furniture right up to the actual installation by the team of specialists of CTM Solutions.   
            A full range of modular studio furniture for audiovisual industry
The AKA design range includes furniture for editing suites, Audio mixing studios, calibration suites...)  :

• Pro Wave : developed for the intregration of Audio mixing equipement such as Digidesign, SSL, Yamaha, Euphonix... with the possibility of adding various configurations of work surfaces, racks and storage space that allows a flexibilty that conforms perfectly to the needs of the operator.

• Editing desks: Pro Edit, Pro Lite et Pro Media, these models were specially designed to meet the needs and budgets for the various editing environments in use today. The Pro-Edit range fits perfectly into the ProWave range to create Post Production work places by adding worktops and racks for all your needs. The ProLite range is the more economical choice for those who don't need a full range of options. The ProMedia series is a compact desk designed to fit into more confined spaces. AKA custom services can build desks that fit your more exacting needs, such as video control rooms, Film mixing rooms, ingest stations, etc …).

• Aka Design can also offer a service of 'made to measure' desks that can design studio furniture to fit the requirement of the client. The design team are at your service to discuss your individual needs and offer a solution that corresponds exactly to your requirements. For over 20 years AKA Design has fulfilled the needs of most prestigious Post-Production clients, the best known recording studio and editing facilities in association with well-known brands to complement their offers.

Over 200 studio desks have been installed by CTM Solutions in the past five years with clients such as the broadcaster TF1 who have 80 AKA desks in their facilities.
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